From the Director

Did You Know?

Interested in becoming a Corridor member? Learn more >

FaithStreet

an elegant user experience that links people with platform that enhances the way employees learn, Moovila

management platform to deliver up to 80% energy

Karen Warner has joined the Charleston Digital Corridor team to serve as Manager of the newly formed Beaufort Digital Corridor.

As 2016 comes to a close, Charleston’s tech economy continues firing on all cylinders. Wage amounts of capital to fuel growth and community participation is at an all-time high. Instead of

The Charleston Digital Corridor will officially open on January 12th, 2017

BASEcamp

CODEcamp

Taizetech – the local name for TALENT – will officially open on January 12th, 2017. Taizetech is a project to attract, nurture and promote Beaufort’s tech and knowledge economy through a combination of technology-enabled initiatives and business incentives, private business, the Beaufort Digital Corridor. The Charleston Digital Corridor has served as the model for this new initiative.

Did You Know?

YotMe is opening doors to private parties, events and outings around the world and inspiring hosts to

Techwhale helps start-up and early-stage technology development, marketing and growth acceleration.

Techwhale developing a stable, continuous talent pipeline.

STEM Premier assists all levels of STEM talent in identifying career pathways, educators in recruiting specialists and employers in retaining the top talent.

Roundtower providing a variety of IT services to businesses from Cloud management that their business requires. We offer a

Don’t Use

Don’t use a tool Slack?
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